
Emerson proudly presents:
Rosemount TankRadar 58 



The new Rosemount TankRadar 58 with a unique, 
seamless, in-flange integrated antenna, is a high- 
performing 26 GHz radar gauge. It’s robust, yet small, 
light-weight and easy to place on deck. And it has the 
accuracy and reliability that you have come to expect 
from the classic Rosemount TankRadar 51 parabolic 
antenna gauge.
FMCW technology for level gauging has since its intro-
duction back in the early 1970s, proven to be the best 
choice for demanding applications and cargoes. The 
reasons are in the technology itself–non-contact and 
the power to measure on any cargo. But to truly provide 
reliable measurement and data integrity requires expert 

knowledge about how to transform the radar technology 
into solutions that can handle the challenges you meet in 
your daily operation: interferring echoes, condensation, 
high-power cleaning 
machines, aggressive 
cargoes and waves 
in the tank. And not 
least, to provide solu-
tions that meet custo-
mers’ demands on 
easy maintenance  
and optimized life-
cycle cost. 

The best got better – and smaller



For tankers of the size up to and including Aframax
We have chosen 26 GHz in order to make a gauge that 
weighs only 16,5 kilograms (35 lbs) and can be fitted in 
an 8” tank opening, yet performs with increased accuracy 
and reliability.

 As experts on FMCW technology, we know the im-
portance of capturing all relevant signal reflection from 
the liquid surface. FMCW technology, antenna design and 
signal handling are the key performers to secure robust 
and reliable measurement over time. 

The 26 GHz parabolic antenna in combination with an 
improved signal handling results in a narrow and cone-
shaped radar beam. This simplifies the installation 

process and makes the gauge equally suitable for  
cargo and slop tanks. 

Seamless, in-flange integrated antenna
The seamless, in-flange integrated parabolic antenna has 
the advantage of fewer parts in tank. It’s compact in the 
sense that it is mounted close to deck and thus less sensi-
tive to cargo build-ups and condensation.  

Long-term commitment
We strive to fulfil customers’ expectations on a long-term 
profitable ship operation by providing safety, trust and 
reliability, built on innovations, quality and support. 

– Emerson. Consider it solved. 

Rosemount TankRadar 58 is 
the first seamless, in-flange  
integrated antenna radar 
gauge. It’s accurate, reliable 
and easy to fit on any type of 
tank onboard tankers of the 
size up to and including Aframax. 



Radar level gauging and independent radar 
high-level and overfill alarm are essential 
functions in providing safe and reliable 
handling of the cargo, both when at sea 
and when loading and offloading. 

Rosemount TankRadar  58 provides  
level  readings,  temperature   and   pressure  
measurement into the Rosemount CMS,  
part of Emerson’s marine tank manage-
ment offering.

Our other brands include Damcos for 
Valve Remote Control and LevelDatic and 
MAS2600 for Ballast & Service Tank Level 
Gauging. 

Emerson’s Marine Tank Management  
system is a complete solution for inte-
grated control and monitoring, including 
alarm monitoring on any type of ship 
and offshore unit. The operator can be 
confident of integrity and quality in  
decisions with the full overview provided 
in a user-friendly interface. The result is 
safe operation and better throughput, 
based on robust, reliable and timely data.  

We offer one-stop-shop efficiency with 
worldwide support in all phases, from 
design through to long-term profitable 
operation of the ship. 
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